Abstract: In the QCD-inspired potential model where the quark-antiquark interaction consists of the usual onegluon-exchange and the mixture of long-range scalar and vector linear confining potentials with the lowest order relativistic correction, we investigate the mass spectra and electromagnetic processes of a bottomonium system by using the Gaussian expansion method. It reveals that the vector component of the mixing confinement is anticonfining and takes around 18.51% of the confining potential. Combining the new experimental data released by Belle, BaBar and LHC, we systematically discuss the energy levels of the bottomonium states and make the predictions of the electromagnetic decays for further experiments.
Introduction
With the increasing observations of the bottomonium (bb) states and bottomonium-like resonances [1] , it is worth revisiting the bb states to identify the possible candidates. Very recently, the η b (2S) was firstly observed in the Υ(2S) radiative decays at a ∼ 5σ level [2] at a mass of 9974.6±2.3(stat)±2.1(syst) MeV and corresponds to the Υ(2S) hyperfine split of 48.7±2.3(stat)±2.1(syst) MeV. Also as the first observation, the h b (1P ), h b (2P ) [3] and χ b (3P ) multiplets [4] have been found recently. Including the Υ(10860) [5, 6] and Υ(11020) [7, 8] , the bottomoniumlike states have aroused lasting interest in theoretical investigations [9, 10] since their establishment.
The bb spectroscopy is considered an excellent laboratory to examine the quark-antiquark potential within the non-relativistic framework due to the large b-quark mass. The QCD inspired potential models have played an important role in investigating the spectra for both charmonium and bottomonium [11, 12] . The long-range confinement is one of the essential ingredients in most quark potential models. However, the nature of the confining mechanism is still far away from clear. In the original Cornell model [13, 14] , it was assumed to be a Lorentz scalar, which gives a vanishing long-range magnetic contribution and agrees with the flux tube picture of quark confinement [15] . Another possibility is that the confinement may be a more complicated mixture of scalars and time-like vectors, while the vector potential is anticonfining [16, 17] . It has been indicated that the calculated results of electroweak decay rates for heavy mesons with a pure scalar confinement are in worse agreement with data than adopting a vector potential [18] [19] [20] .
Besides the potential model, the numerical method is very important for calculating the decays and spectrum of the bound states system. As several numerical methods fail in the potentials with the higher than the second orders in 1/r, the O(v 2 /c 2 ) corrections to the quark-antiquark potential usually have to be treated as mass shifts using the leading-order perturbation theory [9, 17, 21] . Therefore, both perturbation and nonperturbative treatments have been taken into account recently in Ref. [22] , which indicates the most significant effect of different treatments on the wave functions. The nonperturbative treatment brings each state with its own wave function, while the perturbative treatment leads to the same angular momentum multiplets sharing the identical wave function. It is known that the radiative transitions, leptonic and double-photon decay widths are quite sensitive to the shape of wave function and its information at the origin. Exactly, each physical particle owning a different quantum number should behave with a distinguishing state wave function.
We have performed such a nonperturbative treatment on the potential model calculations for charmonium system in Ref. [23] and compared the different confining assumptions. Fitting with the well-established charmonium states, the Lorentz vector component parameter is expected to be 22%, which implies about one-fifth vector exchange in the cc interquark confining potential. The subtleness of the obtained wave functions has been examined via the electromagnetic transition, leptonic decay and two-photon width. Our predictions for the charmonium are in reasonable agreement with experiments. It would be interesting and rewarding to extend the current framework to the bottomonium states in this paper.
In the next section we briefly introduce the QCDinspired quark model and the variational approach adopted in this work. Following with the numerical results, we discuss the latest experimental observations in Section 3. Finally, a summary is presented in Section 4.
Potential model and calculational approach
We begin with the nonrelativistic potential model, where the linear confinement has been assumed as Lorentz scalar-vector mixture [16, 17] ,
where ε stands for the vector exchange scale. Then the spin-spin, spin-orbit and tensor interactions can be directly derived from the standard Breit-Fermi expression to order (v 2 /c 2 ) with the quark mass m b . Explicitly, the adopted bb potential is [23] 
where L is the orbital momentum and S is the spin of bottomonium. The singularity of contact hyperfine interaction within the spin-spin term has been smeared by
. The involved operators are diagonal in a | J, L, S basis with the matrix elements,
Instead of separating the spin-dependent interactions into leading order parts, we solved the Schrödinger equation of the unperturbed Hamiltonian with complete V bb (r) including the spin-independent interactions as well as the spin-dependent terms,
where µ R = m b /2 is the reduced mass. The interaction Hamiltonian including the kinetic and potential fully enables us to maintain the subtleness of the wave function. With the help of a well-chosen set of Gaussian basis functions, namely the Gaussian Expansion Method [24] , the singular behavior of 1/r 3 in spin-dependent terms at short distance can be refined variationally. The wave functions ψ lm (r) are expanded in terms of a set of Gaussian basis functions as
The dimension of Gaussian basis n max is decided by variational principle. Considering the stableness of the eigen system, we set the basis-related parameters as n max = 9, r 1 = 0.1 fm, r nmax = 2.2 fm. In the Gaussian basis space, solving Eq.(6) involves the generalized eigenvalue problem. The analytic formulas of matrix elements with the Gaussian basis can be found in our previous work [23] .
The five model-involved parameters are determined via fitting with the reasonably well-established bb states by minimizing the merit function
where N denotes the number of fitting data, the M th i
indicates the theoretical value, the M exp i and σ i are the experimental data and the associated errors. Given a trial set of model-dependent parameters a, a procedure calculating the χ 2 (a) is developed to improve the trial solution with the increments δa and repeated until χ 2 (a+δa) effectively stops decreasing. The obtained parameters are m b = 4.7935 GeV, α s = 0.3897, β = 0.1684 GeV 2 , σ = 2.1054 GeV and ε = −0.1851. The fitted value of ε implies that the vector exchange component is approximately one-fifth, which is close to one obtained for the charmonium system [23] and consistent with the result of Ref. [22] .
Numerical results

Mass spectrum
Given the set of parameters, we predict the masses of the forty two bb states shown in Table 1 , where we compare the present theoretical predictions with those from the relativized extension of the nonrelativistic model [25] and a semirelativistic Hamiltonian under nonperturbative framework [22] . Fig. 1 illustrates the newly
and the bottomonium-like Υ(10860) as well as the mass barycenter of the χ b (3P ). From the mass spectrum (Table 1 and Fig. 1 ), it can be seen that our predictions are in agreement with the experimental data reasonably. Regarding the Υ(4S), unfortunately, all the three listed theoretical predications are about 50 MeV higher than the observation. Since the Υ(4S) is quite close to the BB threshold, it is reasonably shifted towards lower mass by the meson loops [27, 28] . The threshold effect would make sense on account of Υ(4S) or Υ(10580). Υ(10860) observed by Belle Collaboration [5, 6] has the world average mass M = 10.876 ± 0.011 GeV and the full width Γ = 55 ± 28 MeV [26] . Its structure has been investigated as the bottomonium 5 3 S 1 state [10] and b-flavored Y (4260) [5, 6] . In our prediction, the theoretical mass Υ(5S) M (5 3 S 1 ) = 10870.61 MeV is very close to the average value. However, the bottomonium interpretation of Υ(10860) will be challenged by the distinguishing partial widths for dipion transitions [6] . The radial excitation of the P -wave χ b system was observed in the radiative transitions to Υ(1S) and Υ(2S) by the ATLAS Collaboration [4] . The mass barycenter of a spin-triplet was reported as 10.530±0.005±0.009 GeV. Our theoretical prediction is m 3 ≡ [m(χ b0 ) + 3m(χ b1 ) + 5m(χ b2 )] /9 = 10.5313 GeV, which coincides with the experimental data quite well. The bottomonium ground state η b (1S) was detected by BABAR Collaboration [29] and confirmed in other experiments. The world average mass of η b (1S) is M = 9390.9±2.8 MeV and it corresponds to the Υ(1S) hyperfine split ∆M HF (1S) = 69.3±2.8 MeV [26] . In the present theoretical framework, we predict M th = 9409.17 MeV and ∆M HF (1S) ≈ 50 MeV. 
Leptonic decays
The lowest-order expressions of electric decay width with the first-order QCD corrections [30] are
where e b is the b-quark charge in units of |e|, α = 1/137.036 is the fine-structure constant, M nS and M nD are the (n r +1)th S-wave and D-wave state mass respectively with the radial excitation number n r . Note that here α s (m b ) within potential are essentially the strong coupling constants but of different mass scales. We adopt α s (m b ) = 0.18 as in Refs. [9, 31] . R nS (0) is the radial S wave function at the origin, and R ′′ nD (0) is the second derivative of the radial D-wave function at the origin. They are explicitly analytic in the Gaussian basis space [23] . Table 2 presents the numerical results. 
Radiative transition
Because radiative transition is sensitively dependent on the detailed features of state wave functions, it is of great interest as a plausible inspection of meson structure. The transition rate between an initial bottomonium state i of radial quantum number n i , orbital angular momentum L i , spin S i , and total angular momentum J i , and a final state f with corresponding labels ( = c = 1) is given in Ref. [34] as
In the above formulas, e b is the charge of b-quark in units of |e|, and M i , E f symbolize the eigen mass of initial bb and the total energy of final state respectively. The momentum of the final photon equals
to leading nonrelativistic order [35] . The variationally Gaussian expanded wave functions give rise to the analytic formulas for the overlap integral and the transition matrix elements [23] . The angular matrix element C f i is
The numerical results of E1 and M 1 transitions are presented in Tables 3-4 and 5, respectively. Our results are compatible with the observations for most channels. 
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Summary
The bottomonium mass spectrum, electromagnetic transitions and leptonic widths are investigated by adopting the quark-antiquark potential consisting of the one-gluon-exchange and the Lorentz scalar-vector mixing linear confining potentials. We preform a nonperturbative calculation to the full Hamiltonian including spinindependent and -dependent potentials. Fitting with the mass of the ten well-established bb states, the vector scale parameter ε is determined and implies the 18.51% vector component of confining interaction. Combining our previous work on charmonium systems [23] , we found that the scalar-vector mixing linear confinement of heavy quarkonium seems to be important and nearly about onefifth; explicitly, it is slightly lower than 4% for the bottomonium mesons.
In our calculation, the mass spectrum accords reasonably well with the newly observed family members of bottomonium, i.e. η b (1S), η b (2S), h b (1P ), h b (2P ), Υ(1 3 D 2 ) and the χ b (3P ) structure. The mass and leptonic decay width of 5 3 S 1 is very close to the data of the bottomonium-like Υ(10860) released by Belle in our calculation and Ref [32] , respectively. However, the bottomonium interpretation of Υ(10860) will be challenged by the distinguishing partial widths for dipion transitions [6] . Very recently, the production rates have been calculated by Ahmed and Wang [36] for the processes pp(p) → Y b (10890)(→ Υ(1S, 2S, 3S)π + π − → µ + µ − π + π − ), by taking the Y b (10890) as a tetraquark state. Further experiment at the LHC and the Tevatron will help us to understand its structure. The corresponding E1, M 1 radiative transitions and leptonic decay widths have been theoretically predicted for the further experimental search and enrichment of the bottomonium family.
